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MODERN THEATRE IN INDIA: A MIRROR OF THE EFFECTS OF BRITISH COLONIALISM ON INDIAN SOCIETY 
WITH REFERENCE TO THE PLAY “GIRLS FOR SALE (KANYASULKAM) BY GURAJADA APPARAO 
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1&2Assistant Professor 
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Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh, India 
 

The seeds of the modern Indian theatre were sown in the late 18th century with the consolidation of British power in three 
distinct areas of the Subcontinent-Bengal, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu. More particularly, the British developed fortifications and 
centralized authority in villages which were later developed into the thriving metropolises of three areas, Calcutta, Bombay and 
Madras, respectively. There they introduced their own brand of theatre, based on London models. In those days, the play houses 
tripled as performance spaces, meetings and storage rooms. Initially theatre was meant to provide entertainment for British soldiers 
and citizens who were serving out their days in an alien land and climate. 

 
Long before, it became evident that elaborate machinery was needed to govern a country much of which was already under 

British control. India, at that time, was a nation of multitude of Princely state, most of which were weak and governed by ineffectual 
leadership in Delhi. To achieve their ends, the British introduced the English system of higher education as a means of developing a 
class of Indians educated in British ideas, tastes, morals and values. The Theatre became an extension of that aim- a tool for conveying 
the British way of life. At the same time, educated Indians were not content to merely watch the performance of British works, in the 
mid19th century, rich young Bengalis in Calcutta established private theatres in their homes, which had space large enough for 
temporary acting areas and auditoria. There they produced plays for consumption of their friends and family. Eventually they began to 
write plays following British models which wove in Indian Music and songs. The work of Rabindranath Tagore, the Nobel-Prize 
winning poet, was the product of this initial effort. He showed great empathy for the lives of poor villagers and his plays take such 
ordinary people as his subjects. Among his dramatic achievements were Red Oleanders (Raktakurabi) and The King of the Dark 
Chamber (Raja). 

 
These experiments stimulated the establishment of commercial public theatres during the last quarter of the 19th century, 

managed by Indian artists and designed to appeal to Indian urban taste. Thus, the modern Indian theatre was born. The pattern of 
development of modern theatre differs from region to region, but it ultimately leads to the same thing – construction of theatres with 
proscenium-arch stages, lighting with equipment suited to the needs of the space , audience control through sale of tickets, a 
sophisticated system of theatre management, an acting style suited to the demands of an enclosed building, separation of the audience  
from the actors by a raised  stage and a front curtain, scenery designed to establish  the place and time of the dramatic action, 
costumes, ornaments and makeup geared to the particular  lighting effects, organization of the text into units which provides 
intermissions, and content which addressed issues pertinent to the concerns of  the audience. And, perhaps more importantly, the 
works were composed in the local regional languages. In Calcutta, Bengali, which was more composed in Marathi, Guajarati, 
Hindustani, Urdu and sometimes in a blend of all these languages, plus English. 

 
Dissatisfaction with British rule led some early patriots to produce works critical of the unfair and harsh treatment of Indian 

laborers. An itinerant band of Calcutta actors produced The Mirror of the Indigo Planters (Nildaparna) in Lucknow in 1875, which 
criticized white planters for their cruel treatment of Indian peasants.  
 

Another play written by Gurajada Apparao, Kanyasulkam, first staged in 1892 is considered one of the greatest works of 
Telugu literature. The first major play written in an Indian language that critiqued British colonialism’s effects on Indian society, is 
filled with humor, biting social commentary, parody and masquerade. The plot revolves around an English –speaking dandy, a clever 
courtesan, a young widow, and an old man who wants to buy a very young girl as his wife.   A serious social evil like Kanyasulkam 
which raised its ugly head had been satirically portrayed in his work, by using weapons like wit, humor, and irony to sever its 
poisonous fangs. The message had been carried into the hearts of all Telugus; it was an instant hit with them, as Appa Rao made 
typical dialect of Vijayanagaram, his plastic instrument to convey the ethos of the then society. It is an experimental drama, as it could 
be considered as the harbinger of modern Telugu drama. Frequent usage of broken English by characters like Girisam tickled the ribs 
of the audience. Appa Rao could successfully make use of the modern dramatic devices to overwhelm the traditional ills and evils. 
Kanyasulkam through its language conveyed the moral and social culture of Telugu’s in the late Nineteenth century.    
The play focuses on the impact of social and moral culture of late 1800’s of Telugu society. Literature is just not a mirror of social 
milieu; its job is not only to entertain and enlighten the society but also to reform and reframe the disjointed moral and social structure 
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and set up. There were at that time many social evils which had to be eradicated, such as early marriages, marriages of very old men 
with very young girls, bride price, the prostitution of dancing girls, corruption among officials, drinking, beliefs in ghosts, superstition 
and witchcraft - all of which hindered the growth of a healthy, cultured society. And the themes also reflect particular society and the 
traditional beliefs of a particular group of people, which comes to them because of the traditional methods of education and neglecting 
the wide range of understanding the things with reason, which he strongly believes of accepting what is good in every system of 
education. This idea can be seen in some child characters and one lead character, who exaggerates certain things which have strong 
roots in the society through his education, i.e., English. Gurajada Appa Rao was moved by the evil practices of bride price, child 
widowhood during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century which made him write Kanyasulkam as an effort of social 
reformism. Girls at ten years of age were married to men of 65 years of age or older for a sum of Rs. 1,000. These girls sooner land up 
in a state of widowhood. These child widows led a pathetic existence deprived of basic comforts, and even the small pleasures of life. 
The pain, agony, grief, and frustration of these helpless beings are explicitly brought out in the play.  

 
The characters in the drama were drawn from the realities of life. The author had in his mind some of his contemporaries 

whose traits of character helped him portray the main characters of his drama. A social play intended to advance the cause of social 
reform or correct the social evils of the age may be popular for a period, but it is unlikely to interest the future generations that do not 
suffer from such evils nor face such problems. The play unveils the tyranny of late nineteenth century caught between the collapse of 
an old cultural order and the uncertain emergence of a new one. The writer subjects both tradition and modernity in the play. Although 
the writer’s intention is serious, with effective dramatic mode, the play has explicitly exhibited a range of comic devices as mimicry, 
disguises. The writer has used a variety of fruitful inter textual links with a number of literary texts, styles of yester years and engages 
in carnivalesque entertainment. It is English that provides Gurajada a clue to the reform of the use of Telugu literary dialect as the 
chief reason for the lack of reading habits among Telugu people.  

 
English with its association of modernity came in handy for him. In the words of Gurajada, strange as it may sound, bargains 

are sometimes struck for children in the womb. Such a scandalous state of things is a disgrace to society and literature cannot have a 
higher function than to show upsuch practices and given currency to a high standard of moral ideas. Gurajada’s play was a conscious 
literary effort aimed at reforming the society. The play deals with young girls being married to older men and this inevitably meant the 
death of their husbands and their consequent widowhood. There was no system of widow re-marriage and therefore the girl had to lead 
a long life of widow without any possibility of enjoyment. Denied the pleasures of life in the normal course, some of them ended up 
looking for secret affairs to satisfy their natural physical desires that resulted in abortion.  

 
The play is also about the nautch question that was being debated at the end of the nineteenth century. These dancing girls 

who enjoyed royal patronage in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century were treated very shabbily in the late nineteenth century 
and were reduced to the position of prostitute. The purpose of writing the play is to arouse public opinion against this practice by 
exposing the evil in a popular drama. Apart from the social evils the play deals with the effect of British colonialism on the Telugu 
society. The effect is seen in the realms of education and culture. The relationship between colonialism and modernity is linked with 
English education and culture. The play dramatizes the conflict between Indian attitudes towards English education, the debates 
concerning, the advantages and reservation towards some aspects of English culture. While some characters recognize English as a 
language of opportunity, as a language that gives them social status and prestige, others comment on its domination of indigenous 
cultures and traditions. English gives a certain position and power to certain character like Girisam. 

 
 The power of the individual who possesses the language arises from the fact that this knowledge is unavailable to the others, 

much the same power Sanskrit scholars enjoyed in the past. The play actually uses many English phrases; refer to English habits and 
tastes not only to point to the possibilities for change within the Telugu society, but also to have fun at their expense. For example, the 
conversation between Venkamma and Agnihotravadhanlu in Act II exhibis a value for English education and reveal a sense of 
fascination and a blind adoration for it. Similarly, the scenes depicting Girisams’ imparting of “English Education” to his disciple 
Venkatesam are a classic instance both of the importance of English as well as a commentary on it. English also gives a person a false 
sense of respect. Girisam is thought of as knowledgeable and a gentleman precisely because he is able to rattle out a few sentences and 
quote from English literary texts. While it is true that Agnihotravadhanlu does not want to spend any money on his son’s English 
education, it is also true that he did not have to spend a paisa on books to learn fifty chapters of the Vedas. Girisham praises him for 
his Vedic scholarship. English is automatically associated with questions of modernity. Girisam’s claim to respect the 
status is based on the assumption that English education provided them with the wherewithal to civilize Indians steeped in 
superstition. Girisam tells his disciple that he gave him lectures on widow marriage and the nautch question because of his education 
at Poona Deccan College. The play centres round the fact that Karataka Sastrulu has to avert the marriage of his niece with the old 
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man. For this he takes the help of Mahesam, his disciple, who disguises himself as a girl who would be offered in marriage to the old 
man at a lesser rate.  

 
In this context it will be pertinent to remember the conversation between Kartaka Sastrulu and Mahesam when Karataka 

Sastrulu promises that he would give his daughter in marriage to his discipline if they succeed in his plan by sweating with a book in 
his hand in particular with the English book, as he needs a strong oath.  

 
The play proceeds merrily on this knowledge being kept a secret from most of the characters. Madhuravani helps Karataka 

Sastrulu in the play to avert the marriage of his niece. Mahesam’s disguise as a girl which is kept a secret from most of the characters 
propels the action of the whole play. We cannot forget the scene involving Madhuravani, Ramapantulu, Girisam with the entry of the 
boarding house woman with a broom for its situational humor. The play is an excellent example of the interplay of English and 
Telugu. It is English that provides Gurajada a clue to the reform of the use of Telugu dialect as the chief reason for the lack of reading 
habits among Telugu people. The play aims to educate people against child marriage of buying child brides. The movement against 
child marriages started by Sri Kandakuri Viresalingam was already in progress by that time Gurajada was successful in his mission. 
The purpose of the play is to arouse public opinion against this practice by exposing the evil in a popular drama. Kanyasulkam is 
remembered by many Telugus for the brilliant performances of some of the actors who played the roles of Girisam, Madhuravani.  

 
The play employs conventional theatrical techniques like disguise, aside, situational humour to great effect. Mahesam’s 

disguise as a girl which is kept a secret from most of the characters propels the action of the whole play. We cannot forget the scene 
involving Madhuravani, Ramappantulu, Girisam with the entry of the boarding house woman with a broom for its situational humor. 
This play brings to mind Restoration and eighteenth-century British Drama, particularly the comedy of manners.   

 
The attempts led British audiences to send the actors packing Sensitive to the potential of theatre to foment resentment and 

protest, the government passed the Dramatic performance Act of 1879 which began a practice of censorship that persisted until 
recently, Nevertheless, many Indians resorted to masking their protests under the guise of history and mythology. This practice 
continued, more or less unabated, until independence was achieved in 1947. 

 
The period of the late 19th and early 20th centuries saw the proliferation of theatre buildings, touring companies and an 

entrepreneurial spirit. Theatre was a popular art in urban areas and in small towns influenced by city commerce and trade, although 
not all companies were successful. Sweeping changes in taste occurred in the early 20th century, The enormous popularity of cinema 
with the middle classes and its easy access led to the closing of live theatres virtually everywhere in the country. Artists abandoned the 
stage in large numbers to seek more lucrative careers in films. India quickly developed into one of the world’s largest producers and 
consumers of films. Great studios thrived in Bombay, primarily creating films in Hindi, the language which constituted the large 
potential market. Tamil language films followed a close second; Today there are film studios in almost every major language of the 
country, while theatre retains some of its vigor, particularly in Calcutta and Bombay, the number of theatre troupes has declined from 
a peak in the early part of the century. 

 
Commercial theatre companies performing modern drama exist in large cities today. The largest numbers of companies are in 

Calcutta, in the heart of the Bengali- speaking section of the city. The Star theatre is among the oldest and best known, working out of 
a building constructed in 1888, renowned for famous theatre personalities that once performed there. Commercial companies also 
stage plays in the Circarena, Rangamahal, Biswaroopa, Minerva, Rnagana and Bijion Theatre buildings. In Kerala, the Kerala 
People’s Arts Company (KPAC) and Kalidasa Kalakendra, both communist organizations, operate itinerant groups. The National 
Theatre of Madras still clings to the 19th century staging techniques, producing slick shows at various theatres and halls in the city, the 
state and even abroad.  Trivandrum’s Kalanilaya Vistavision Drama scope Company follows along the path of the National with 
melodramatic 19th century fare still popular with segment of Kerala’s population. 
 

For several decades the National School of Drama of New Delhi has been a leader in educational theatre by training young 
actors, directors and designers in modern theatre techniques.Under  the guidance of Ebrahim Alkazi, it gained a national and 
international reputation during the 1960s and 70s . Theatre is taught at university level at the M.S.University of Baroda in Gujurat 
state, Rabindra Bharati university in Calcutta, Calicut University in Trichur, Kerala and Chandigar university in the Punjab.  
 

Short training programs, workshops and retreats are among the various methods used by teachers and leaders of amateur 
theatre organizations to promote theatre among the young. Regional and state competitions are also conducted to encourage interest in 
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theatre. State and national government should help in a way to support the study of traditional and modern Indian theatre through 
grants to teachers, students and organizations.   
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